
A movement 
that cannot be 
stopped.



Why ummadum?

Climate Change is affecting our environment and our lives. The way we move
around has a huge impact on our world. Together we can redefine mobility and
contribute to the protection of our environment and the wellbeing of our society.

To realize this vision, each and every individual needs to change their behavior. We
focus on positive incentives and reward sustainable mobility.

Together we can shape the future – because there is no plan(et) B.



ummadum is on trend

ummadum creates a synergy 

between the megatrends of climate

protection, mobility and digitalization.



This is
ummadum



Business model

ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERS
Environmental 
partners issue 
mobility points 
to user

User spends mobility budget 
on their paths (by walking, 
biking, ridesharing)

ummadum points 
can be redeemed at 
local retailers

ummadum buys 
back the points

USER

REDEMPTION 
SITES

= mobility budget

= ummadum points

= environmental tickets

MOBILITY BUDGET TRANSFORMS 
INTO UMMADUM POINTS



Incentive: ummadum points

Mobility budget for:

Sustainable activity turns 
mobility budget into 
ummadum points.

10-20-30 System:

Walking Biking Ridesharing

10 Cent per km20 Cent per km30 Cent per km



Advantages
for municipalities

Know effects
Always know how much CO2 was saved
Better air, healthier people

Less traffic, more mobility
Extended mobility offer
Promotion of active mobility
Control of traffic flows (Commuters, tourists, 
relief of intersections, train station, rush hour)

Save costs
Saving parking spaces
Gain public space for your projects

Beeing smart
Using digitization to live sustainability 
Boosting citizen participation
Connecting people
Strengthening trade in the region

Funding
The Klimaaktiv Mobil funding program accounts for 20-25% of the fundable investment costs.



Advantages
for users

Take responsibility
Save CO2 and protect the climate
Consume regionally

Less traffic, more mobility
Become more mobile by 
additional options

Reduce stress
Less traffic, more parking space

Opportunities
Attractive additional prizes
can be won

Save money
Get rewarded for sustainable mobility
Collect additional points through 
carpooling

Travel safe
Free additional insurance for 
carpools



The product
App







Thank you for your attention!
office@ummadum.com



The information contained in this presentation does not constitute an offer, 
recommendation or advice, but is provided for informational purposes only. This 
presentation is intended to support the decision-making process and can in no way 
replace a due diligence or the obtaining of further information. No obligation of ummadum
Service GmbH can be derived from this presentation. All statements in the presentation 
are those of the publication date and are subject to change at any time. All future-
oriented statements are based on current plans and ummadum Service GmbH cannot 
guarantee the achievement of these statements. ummadum Service GmbH is not liable for 
efforts or assumptions made by third parties based on this presentation. Translated with 
www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Disclaimer


